Though as yet uncited, one of the most influential texts upon this discussion is one of the most celebrated of all sports books. Trinidadian historian and Marxist political activist C.L.R. James ' Beyond a Boundary (1963) is ostensibly a detailed study of colonial era West Indian cricket, but in a challenging echo of the line 'And what should they know of England who only England know?' from Rudyard Kipling's poem, 'The English Flag' (1891), James poses the question 'What do they know of cricket who only cricket know?' (James 1994:Preface). His answer enables him to discuss the sport in the wider context of pre-independence West Indies, as an autobiographical memoir, and as part of a critical reflection on related topics, most notably literature and art. At the time of writing, animation is enjoying proper recognition, consolidating itself as an academic discipline in Animation Studies and Production, as a multiplatform cross-disciplinary application, and as an popular arts and entertainment form. As a consequence of the digital shift, it is also becoming much more significant within Film and Media Studies, but as I hope my discussion has evidenced, it is therefore just as important to think about the question 'what do they know of animation who only animation know?'. As a consequence, I hope that the analysis has moved beyond the insularity of merely thinking about 'animation', or indeed 'sport', in and of itself. Further, I hope that sport has been revealed afresh through animation and animation revealed through sport, and this has been achieved by looking at the crossdisciplinary and interdisciplinary interfaces of theories and practices in both areas.
James had no doubt that 'Cricket is an art. Like all arts it has a technical foundation. To enjoy it does not require technical knowledge, but analysis that is not technically based is mere impressionism' (James 1994:178). My discussion has sought to suggest that by recognising the aesthetic fascinations of sport -determined formally by Gumbrecht -that may be evidenced through an understanding of the fundamentals of animation, and seen as a 'Sporting Animus', sporting practice can be recognised as a particular model of art. Such a methodology insists upon a mutual acknowledgement of the interface between the technical and the impressionistic. James' stress on the technical apparatus in both sport and art is helpful, in the sense that this both foregrounds method and specific kinds of process and practice that is often made invisible by its final outcome. Both animation and sport are characterised by extensive preparation in the creation of a particular outcome; both practices grounded in proprioception -'an awareness of one's own body' (Ross 2008:xiii). The animator and the sportsperson trade in the ways that they control and apply their bodies to articulating motion. I have stressed that the animator is a symbolic body mediating movement through the means and materials, and is present in all the figures, objects and environments of the animated image. I have equally insisted that the athlete in all sports is the epitome of embodiment per se, and like the animator becomes at one with, and the exemplar of, the motion attained and defined through applied technique. The animator and the sportsperson share a bio-verisimilitude and an implicit symbiotic relationship, which when applied to motion evidences a synthesis of form, a point I shall return to in a moment.
This synthesis is sometimes clearly seen when drawn upon for other purposes. Renowned shoe designer, and a highly competent athlete himself, as well as the initiator of Nike's 'innovation kitchen', Tinker Hatfield talks about the development of a training shoe for US baseball and American football star Bo Jackson:
Bo reminded me of a cartoon character . . . his muscles are big, his face is big -he's larger than life. To me he was like Mighty Mouse. So we designed a shoe called the Air Trainer that embodied characteristics of Bo Jackson and Mighty Mouse. Whenever you see Mighty Mouse, he is moving forward. He's got a slant to him. So the shoe needed to look like it was in motion, it had to be kind of inflated looking and brightly coloured, and its features had to be exaggerated. (Lury 2004:90) Hatfield's observations serve to confirm the intrinsic relationship between the sportsperson and the animated character when perceived through the body in motion, but significantly, too, through the imperative of design to reveal motivation and intention. Bo Jackson is an especially resonant figure in these respects, too, as he is depicted as one of the cartoon triumvirate of sporting superstars, along with basketball legend Michael Jordan and ice hockey icon Wayne Gretsky, in DiC Entertainment's Pro Stars (Dir: Andy Heywood, USA, 1991), and in various animated inserts in You Don't Know Bo (Dir: Michael Bonfiglio, USA, 2012). Bo Jackson's particular status as both a pro-baseball player and American footballer enabled him to play a doubly symbolic role in Pro Stars, representing two of the USA's core sports, while Jordan and Gretsky represented the two others. First broadcast as part
